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March 2017
Welcome to the fourth edition of
The Costs Briefing. As well as covering
our latest Breakfast Roundtable, there
are articles from Andy about the fixed
recoverable fees consultation and Kevin
about the need to improve the detailed
assessment process. Yours truly has
contributed something on the disclosure of costs information shared during
a mediation and we have some words
of wisdom from Jeremy Morgan QC and
thoughts from our newest recruit Katy.
A couple of weeks ago I sat down to write
this introduction and (unusually for
anyone who knows me) I was stuck for
words. Even worse than that, I was stuck
for a theme for Andy to write an editorial
piece. That’s quite unusual, as Andy and
I both enjoy writing.

Then the Merrix appeal judgment
landed and we decided to replace Andy’s
editorial with a short note to clients on
the basics of the judgment (condensing
22 pages of judgment into 282 words,
279 if you don’t count ‘Dear Clients’ and
’Kevin’, is pretty impressive, even for
Kevin). I’ve also been able to introduce
The Costs Briefing by telling you about
Kevin’s summary – two birds killed with
one stone.
I hope you enjoy the read.

Deborah Burke
Managing Associate
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The Merrix appeal –
What you need to know
Kevin Wonnacott
Operations Director

Dear Clients
The Merrix judgment came out Friday 24
February (read more here).
Mrs Justice Carr overturned the Regional
Costs Judge's decision and so now, pending any
decision by the Court of Appeal, costs judges
will be bound by this decision.
In essence, good reason is required in order
to depart, either up or down, from the agreed or
approved budget.
It provides that the approved or agreed
budget will represent the recoverable costs on
the standard basis unless there is good reason to
depart from those figures.
It applies to the budgeted costs only and any
pre-budget costs will still be subject to detailed
assessment. It is also subject to those costs having been incurred and does not allow departure
from the indemnity principle.
No doubt we will now see a growth of plausible reasons to depart on cases which end either
after the parties have agreed or the court has approved the figures.
What it doesn't do is circumvent the possibility of a reduction on grounds of a standback
proportionality ruling.
The inter-relationship between budgeted
costs and costs to be assessed will also be dealt
with by the CoA on another matter (Harrison)
which is listed for May 2017. It may be that Merrix is joined to it.
It seems to me that the Court of Appeal will
still need to decide how to apply proportionality
where a case has not been costs managed. That
may well be something the CoA looks at in BNM/
May if they are eventually heard later this year.

We will be providing further comments and
analysis in due course, but do feel free to contact
us for further advice and assistance on current
cases.

“

The words are clear. The court will
not – the words are mandatory –
depart from the budget, absent good
reason […] The obvious intention of
CPR 3.18 was to reduce the scope of
and need for detailed assessment.”
Mrs Justice Carr
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Fixing detailed
assessment
Kevin Wonnacott
Operations Director

Whatever happens with the introduction of
fixed recoverable fees, there will still be cases
above the fixed costs threshold for which detailed assessment will be necessary if costs cannot be agreed.
The current procedures are generally unwieldy in higher value litigation and do not lend
themselves to cases being resolved efficiently
and at proportionate cost. They are out of date
and in need of amendment.
We know that practitioners would rather
avoid the risk and expense of the current process. The bill format is cumbersome, often confusing for practitioners to navigate, and can be
expensive to prepare.
Where a matter is subject to a costs management order, the costs need to be divided between
those which were budgeted and then as between
the various engaged phases. That, for the most
part, is useful. Assuming the costs are recorded
properly in the first place, a bill divided by phase
should be no more difficult to prepare than a
conventional bill and will provide information
in a form that allows the parties and the court to
focus on the right issues, ie what each phase was
supposed to cost, what it did cost, and what the
reason is for any variance.
There is still uncertainty on the extent of
rights to challenge standard basis costs that fall
within budget. If a party has exceeded the budgeted amount in any phase, then it needs to show
good reason to exceed those budgeted amounts.
If you follow Merrix, the paying party does not
need to show good reason to challenge costs that
fall within an approved or agreed budget. The
principles in that case are shortly to be tested on

appeal. The uncertainty up to now has helped to
discredit costs management.
Under conventional costs reporting the largest lump of costs ends up in a bucket called ‘the
documents item’, which is often a large collection of varying and lengthy descriptions of work
undertaken by the lawyers. The bucket collects
all the work done which does not involve talking to, emailing, having a meeting with somebody outside the firm, attending court or having
a conference with counsel.
So, the bill becomes an unstructured book
of work out of which your opponent is expected
to pick the bones. Unfocussed bills lead to blunderbuss points of dispute and overly difficult assessments.
The way in which parties need to prepare
their bill, the way in which paying parties are required to set out their points of dispute and the
very wide provisions on what materials should
be lodged in support of the bill all contribute to
the reason why costs of assessment are disproportionately high. There are other reasons too.
Neither the current bill format, nor the
procedure by which the costs are assessed, encourage elements of the costs to be hived off
for resolution without a bit of imagination and
co-operation between the parties. We find both
qualities are in short supply.
There has been a lot of resistance by costs
professionals to the attempts made to date to
improve and modernise the way in which bills
of costs in detailed assessment proceedings are
prepared, analysed and assessed.
The concept is simple. Let us have a way
in which the costs can be presented with a
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at more proportionate cost. Precedent G is
unworkable in larger cases and, as it will
be the larger cases that survive fixed costs,
it should be scrapped.
standardised categorisation that means something to litigators so that elements can be hived
off and resolved with less court time and at
lower cost. In addition to changes suggested to
the bill itself, this might include:
— A robust approach to the case management of detailed assessment, including
mandatory early settlement discussions
and more robust costs penalties for prolix
replies to points of dispute.
— Contemporaneous service of bills, points
etc in native format (eg Word or Excel).
The current provision of an optional request
after service eats unnecessarily into the
timetable for points of dispute.
— Amending the time limits. Why does the
receiving party have three months to serve
a bill and the paying party only 21 days to
serve points of dispute to it? It does take
longer to prepare a bill than to take issue
with it, but the time periods need to be
rationalised. Perhaps the periods should
scale to the amount of costs claimed.
— Allowing the parties to present points of
dispute in a way which enables the parties
and the court to resolve the costs faster and

— Automatic directions where the parties are
compelled to identify preliminary issues to
be decided and then list those preliminary
issues first before the main detailed
assessment (which sometimes happens but
not always).
— A plea not confined to detailed assessment
but all hearings. Only lodge the papers that
the court is reasonably likely to be referred
to, and can cope with in the time allotted.
— Modifying the assessment procedure so
that the court can reach global decisions
phase by phase and issue by issue; sampling
detail to inform decisions but moving away
from a line by line assessment. This would
be particularly effective in applying ‘good
reason’ principles in cases that have been
the subject of costs management orders.
It is interesting that the Supreme Court
has long encouraged a less cumbersome
approach when it assesses costs.
Taken together these individual marginal gains
would lead to material improvements in the
overall effectiveness of detailed assessment.
Without significant travel in the direction I propose, I fear that detailed assessment will eventually be replaced by a much rougher form of
injustice.
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Don't be on the wrong side
of history with FRC
Andy Ellis
Managing Director

FIXED
COSTS!

Mandy Rice-Davies is bound to apply whenever
a costs lawyer criticises reforms which are directed at curbing discretion in costs recovery.
We deal mainly with cases at Practico that are
likely to survive the fixed recoverable costs cut,
but I declare the interest that I am viscerally
against the FRC extension.
It is as well, therefore, that I focus this piece
on the submission of the City of London Law
Society – a body that does not carry a torch for
the costs profession, or represent a membership
that has much business in the lower reaches of
the multi-track.
The CLLS has produced a pithy and principled demolition of the FRC proposals. With
apologies for paraphrasing an already crisply
drafted document, the submission identifies 12
objections:

BUDGETING
IS WORKING!

1. The rationale behind costs shifting is sound

and just. FRC is not genuine costs shifting and
there is insufficient justification in Sir Rupert
Jackson’s proposals for a departure from the
fundamental principle.

2. The potential to recover costs is one of the

features of the English legal system that attracts
litigants.

3. In commercial litigation the remuneration

model is rarely ‘eat what you kill’. Instructions
are secured in a competitive market from clients
who are not detached from the effects and risk
of costs.

4. The incurrence of high costs is largely gov-

erned by steps required by the Civil Procedure
Rules. It is a product of rules. The submission
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questions whether judges exercise existing
powers enough.

5. FRC limits what the Davids can recover but

not what the Goliaths can spend. Inequality of
arms is already a problem but FRC will unintentionally encourage oppressive tactics.

6. In commercial litigation the relationship be-

tween case value and factors such as the length
of pleadings, the volume of disclosure, and trial
length are often not linear.

7. The narrow and blunt proportionality test

ignores how prospects of success influence the
risk/reward equation. Clients will logically risk
more in necessary costs when their prospects
are high.

8. FRC will not bring absolute certainty. There

will be scope for dispute around the woolly
edges of expected rules about ‘substantially
complete’ phases, ‘exceptional complexity’, and
suchlike.

9. Relieving the burden of costs budgeting

from the judiciary is not a good reason to revoke
the costs management regime, which at least accommodates case-specific issues.

10. There are many difficulties – not just of
principle but also in implementation. Obvious
ones relate to clients seeking injunctive or declaratory relief but the list will be long and will
grow legs.
11. Quantum methodology is a singular bucket

of worms and the amounts in the grid are not
going to reflect needs. The CLLS says it more elegantly of course, but every solicitor I have introduced to Sir Rupert’s January 2016 draft figures started to look queasy. And who can say the
Ministry of Justice’s won’t be lower still?

12. Even if FRC could establish greater predictability, it would need to be piloted first.
Other submissions to Sir Rupert that have entered the public domain I can deal with shortly.
The Bar Council is concerned that the FRC effect
on the junior Bar would be very severe. The Pub-

lic Law Project’s submission amplifies the CLLS’s
concerns over cases that do not fit the damages
model. My own representative body, the Association of Costs Lawyers, has been a bit timid
on fundamentals, but fairly points out that the
various reforms, budgeting, and harsher proportionality have not been given enough time
to wash through.
The Law Society has said it does not object to
the extension of FRC in principle without identifying what that principle is. It does, however,
weigh in with caution and a note of alarm about
the viability of many cases if the FRC threshold
were to increase tenfold.
Advocates on the overtly pro side are harder
to find. Well-known solicitor and legal commentator Kerry Underwood has become an unlikely
bedfellow for Sir Rupert on the FRC issue. Kerry
has advocated fixed costs for 25 years, so for him
it is an idea whose time has come. What I fear he
overlooks in his enthusiasm is that if the legal
profession and judiciary acquiesce in the principle of the FRC extension, the prospects are that
the scale imposed by this government in this climate will do nothing other than spread distress
and lead to disaster.
In the current edition of Litigation Funding
Kerry also advocates removing costs recovery
completely in ‘neighbourhood disputes’ and
defamation because, he says, the costs in those
areas are wholly disproportionate.
I must confess I stopped reading at the point
in the article where he asserts that defamation
cases are never complex so I may have missed
a persuasive finale. However, if he ever needs a
job in journalism, and perhaps he might need to
diversify in the post FRC world, he has sown the
right seed with his 'no costs' initiative. I will add
that to the list of unintended consequences.
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Costs Roundtable
Deborah Burke
Managing Associate

19 January saw our first Breakfast Roundtable
of 2017 held at The Devonshire Club in the City.
It proved to be another interesting and well attended event, with informative and lively discussion throughout.
This, our third Roundtable, was chaired by
Jeremy Morgan QC, accompanied by Nick Bacon
QC and George McDonald of 4 New Square; they
were further supported by Andy Ellis, Kevin
Wonnacott, Ed Marrow and Deborah Burke
from Practico. We were pleased to welcome a
variety of representatives from many different firms located here in London, including
Kevan Neil (Herbert Smith Freehills), Alexander
Vakil (Osborne Clarke), Claire Stothard (Dentons), Saskia Price (Barclays), David Phillips and
Martin Soames (Simons Muirhead & Burton),
Ioannis Alexopoulos (Signature Litigation),
Claire Semple (White & Case) and Benjamin Ball
(Linklaters).
Below is a summary of our discussions:

future.
► This decision illustrates a clear divergence
between the CPR and the Arbitration Act.

Third party funding and the Essar case (Essar
Oilfield Services Ltd v Norscot Rig Management Pvt
Ltd [2016] EWHC 2361 (Comm) (click here))

Funders’ exposure in the case of Excalibur (Excalibur Ventures LLC v Texas Keystone Inc [2016]
EWCA Civ 1144 (click here))

► The judgment allowed recovery of funding
costs in an arbitration case. The decision turned
on the interpretation of the term ‘other costs’ in
the Arbitration Act 1996.
► When deciding whether to litigate or arbitrate, the difference in approach between court
based litigation and arbitration may well impact on the choice made.
► With arbitration increasingly being seen as a
sensible choice, it’s surprising that arbitrators
haven’t picked up on this more as a selling point.
► There are other jurisdictions where arbitration costs are already recoverable/may be in the

► £31.75 million was provided by funders to
the Claimant (£14.25 million to meet Excalibur’s
legal fees and disbursements and £17.5 million
to allow Excalibur to comply with security for
costs orders).
► The claim failed on every point and costs were
awarded against the Claimant on the indemnity
basis.
► The court considered whether a funder who
had made funds available solely to enable a
litigant to put up security for costs should be
treated any differently from a funder who had
advanced money to enable litigants to meet the
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fees of their own lawyers and expert witnesses.
► The judge concluded that money provided to
Excalibur for security for costs was an investment in the claim just as much as money provided to pay Excalibur’s own costs and should
equally count towards the ‘Arkin’ cap (Arkin v
Borchard Lines Ltd [2005] 1 WLR 3055). (click here)
► The presence of any reprehensible conduct
wasn’t needed to make an order for indemnity
costs against a funder who had provided funding and who could obtain a return on his investment and a substantial benefit from the proceedings.
► Nick and George highlighted the general acceptance that third party funders are now part
of the process as much as the parties.
Collective proceedings under Consumer Rights
Act 2015 (specifically the Mastercard case)
► The first case under the legislation which is
an opt-out case with 46 million claimants, potential damages of £14 billion and which could
last for 16 years.
► The funder is a US operation Colfax, which is
being acquired by Burford.
► It is currently before the courts to decide
whether it should be allowed to proceed. The
biggest factor is costs. Nick explained that the
argument under this new legislation is whether
the term ‘fees’ includes funding costs.
► The funder is seeking an order that the funding costs will be paid from surplus unclaimed
damages. The damages payable to the claimant
will not be limited and the defendants will not
be responsible for the legal costs.
Fixed costs up to £250k – another Jackson committee
► Jackson LJ has called for evidence to be submitted [NB: the deadline has now passed].
► Nick is one of the ‘assessors’ and his view is
that this is likely and much of what will happen
depends on the data which is collected. The danger is that Jackson LJ and his assessors may form
a warped view of how much cases cost to run.
► Nick highlighted that 80% of the Bar’s work is
with cases worth up to £250k.
► Both a horizontal and a vertical expansion of
the current fixed costs regime is being consid-

ered and it may be that certain types of cases are
excluded from the new regime.
Merrix (and SARPD) and the interplay between
budgets and detailed assessments (Merrix v
Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust, High
Court of Justice, Birmingham District Registry,
24 February 2017 (click here) and SARPD Oil International Limited v Addax Energy SA & Anr [2016]
EWCA Civ 120 (click here))
► George highlighted the opposing positions
within the Merrix appeal – if you are involved
in a budgeted case and your case proceeded in
accordance with that budget, an assessment
shouldn’t be necessary OR, the budget is a factor
in the detailed assessment but no more than that.
► The Merrix appeal was heard on 16 February
2017 and judgment was received on Friday 24
February 2017 (see Kevin’s article)
► The Civil Procedure Rule Commitee has made
amendments to the CPR to deal with the issues
raised by SARPD which will come into force on 6
April 2017.
Proportionality (BNM v MGN)(click here)
► George confirmed that the BNM appeal hearing has been put back to October 2017.
► Master Rowley in the case of King v Basildon
& Thurrock University Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust (click here) took the opposite view to Chief
Master Gordon-Saker and Nick confirmed that
Master Brown was about to deliver a judgment
of his own on the same subject. [This has now
arrived and puts Master Brown in the ‘Rowley’ camp (Murrells v Cambridge University NHS
Foundation Trust (click here) ]
Matters held over from Coventry v Lawrence Times Newspapers v Flood, Miller v Associated
Newspapers, Frost and Ors v MGN
► The appeals in three separate cases which
look at whether success fees and ATE (still recoverable in publication cases) are inconsistent
with Article 10 of the ECHR were heard in the
last week of January. Judgment is awaited.
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Morgan's First Law
of Costs Reform
Jeremy Morgan QC
Consultant

Newton will, I hope, forgive me for vandalising
his Third Law of Motion. Morgan’s First Law of
Costs Reform states, “For every Reform, there
is an equal and opposite Counter-Reform.” Just
think. Until the 1980’s only costs “necessarily”
incurred were paid by the other side. Reform
started with costs “reasonably” incurred being
allowed, to which with further Reform were
added success fees and ATE premiums. Jackson’s Counter-Reform precluded the recovery of additional liabilities, brought in a new
definition of “proportionality” which trumped
(forgive the expression) reasonableness, and
has made some progress down the road of fixed
costs. The extent of Counter-Reform has already
been more than equal to the extent of Reform
and at present, at least in the civil justice system, shows no great sign of abating.
Commercial Arbitration, however, may be
the field in which a reaction against CounterReform begins to gather momentum. For in Essar Oilfields v Norscot Rig Management [2017] Bus
LR 227, the Court upheld an arbitrator’s award to
the winner, in addition to the usual costs, of the
£1.94m fee it had become liable to pay its third
party funder. Such an award could probably not
be made in English civil litigation at present as
a matter of jurisdiction, but it was possible in a
case governed by the Arbitration Act 1986, since
s.59(1)(c) includes a power to award “the legal or
other costs” of a party.
In 2015 the ICC produced a report entitled
“Decisions on costs in international arbitration”,
which reviewed the whole gamut of awards of
costs across a range of arbitration rules. Although the authors acknowledged the avail-

ability of awards of additional liabilities such as
success fees, they did not find enough decisions
to be able to identify trends in actual awards. As
a matter of principle however the report was
reasonably open to the award of third party
funding fees in jurisdictions where this was not
illegal, on the basis that the check and balance
against unfair awards was the requirement that
recoverable costs should be reasonable.
This is not to say that success fees, ATE premiums and third party funding fees will be routinely awarded in commercial arbitrations. In
the Essar case, in particular, the arbitrator also
awarded indemnity costs on account of the losing party’s behaviour which he found to have
been such that the winner, which could not afford the costs of the dispute, “was forced” to
enter into a funding arrangement. So it was a
decision on the facts of the case. But the decision of the arbitrator, and more importantly
the decision of the judge on appeal to the Commercial Court, make clear that arbitrators under
the 1996 Act have jurisdiction to make such an
award. Where there is jurisdiction there will be
arguments.
Two things follow. First, claims for additional liabilities including funding costs will
become routine in 1996 Act arbitrations. It is
impossible to generalise about whether they
will succeed as the result will depend on the
facts of each case, the inclinations of the arbitrator, the conduct of the parties etc. The second,
more remote, consequence is that parties with a
choice of forum might opt for arbitration rather
than litigation precisely because of the potential for full costs recovery. Not only would it be
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possible to claim additional liabilities and third
party funding costs but, at least in cases worth
less than £10m, the rigours of costs budgeting
would also be avoided. Some who choose this
high stakes game might live to regret it, as the
full costs recovery which they confidently expected to inflict on their opponents might well
come back to visit them at the end of the case.
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What happens in a mediation
stays in a mediation.
Or does it?
Deborah Burke
Managing Associate

When I chat to colleagues, clients and other lawyers about costs (sadly for me that is something
which happens on a regular basis), a common
theme is the fact that costs are now, so often,
centre stage within a court based dispute and
can easily become the biggest single barrier to
settlement. When I was in private practice it was
all about winning the case, costs were often little more than an afterthought.
Other ways of clients achieving an acceptable outcome should always be considered, particularly when the costs of taking an alternative
route can be significantly lower – mediation is a
good example of just such an alternative route.
The flexibility and freedom which parties
and their representatives have within a mediation is attractive, as is the fact that what goes on
within a mediation stays within a mediation…
we all know that. Or do we?
The case of Savings Advice Limited (1) and Zinc
Consumer Limited (2) v EDF Energy Customers PLC
[HCJ, QBD, SCCO [2017] EWHC B1 (Costs), 17th
January 2017] (Click here) tells a different story.
This case experienced a failed mediation.
During the course of the mediation the parties
had provided information about their costs.
The mediation agreement had a confidentiality clause but, during the detailed assessment of
costs, the Claimants’ ATE insurer sought to use
information about the Defendant’s costs, which
had been received during the mediation, to justify the ATE premium calculation.
The Defendant objected on the grounds that
this information was privileged.

The Claimants said that the privilege existed to protect the disclosure of admissions of
concessions, not to protect statements of ‘pure
fact’ (note to self – what other kind of fact could
there be?).
Master Haworth agreed with the Claimants:
29. In my judgment it is imperative that when parties enter into a formal mediation or informal negotiations for settlement of a claim that they do so
in the full knowledge of their opponent's costs. The
amount of the costs of litigation condition any subsequent negotiations or mediation that may follow…
30. The whole purpose of the mediation was to
achieve a settlement. In those circumstances any
costs information given in mediation is and must
be admissible in order to work out the consequence
of any subsequent settlement. In that sense in my
judgment, costs information in the form of statements of facts can be separated out from documents or other information that comes into the
domain of either party for the purposes of negotiating a settlement of the substantive claim.
31. For those reasons I am satisfied that the evidence of [the Claimants] is admissible for the purposes of this assessment.
I’m troubled by paragraph 30 of Master
Haworth’s judgment and particularly this statement:
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“… any costs information given in mediation
is and must be admissible in order to work out
the consequence of any subsequent settlement
…”
Would the same principle apply to another
‘pure fact’ which was disclosed during the mediation? What about a statement from a party saying that they would accept a reduction to their
costs of a certain amount or a certain percentage in order to achieve a mediated settlement?
Or that they recognised that a certain stream
of work might not be recovered if the parties
ended up litigating the case in full? Are these
factual statements that could subsequently be
disclosed? Is it safer to provide costs information contemporaneous with, but completely
outside of, the mediation process? But if so, how
can the mediator be given the costs information
which he or she will need?
At a time when other forms of dispute resolution are on the rise, will this put a spanner in
the works?
___


News from the team:
My Practico ‘all access
pass’
Katy Neighbour
Technical Assistant

I joined Practico in June last year, having graduated from university with an upper second class
honours in History following three years of
study in Canterbury. This is my first full-time
job (I don’t count the temping jobs with recruitment agencies in between terms at university!).
I joined the team to provide them with administrative assistance – although my role has developed quite a bit since then!
I am lucky enough to be involved with all
areas of the company. I see the consistent hard
work from the costs draftsmen under Kevin’s
watchful eye, the persistent efforts of Deborah

on the business development side and the crucial work completed by Andy, Paul and Jane as
they conduct the rest of us daily and keep us on
our path of continuous improvement. You could
say that I am quite privileged because I have an
all-access pass to the world of Practico!
This keeps me on my toes, and fully invested
in what I do. I am constantly working with different people, assisting with the preparation of
documents and learning new skills, contributing to the administrative work that goes into
keeping the office running smoothly and, more
recently, co-ordinating article production from
staff members in addition to selecting relevant
content for sharing on social media. I frequently
have the chance to pitch in at various stages of
cases, learning about different aspects of the legal system from people with a great deal of costs
knowledge, years of experience and many connections. I even occasionally get a trip out to the
Royal Courts of Justice to lodge papers, which is
always welcomed. I have also been lucky enough
to listen in on Costs Roundtables, our quarterly
events which are hosted by Andy and our consultant Jeremy Morgan QC. I’ve found them
fascinating and of great use to me, as I am learning about the costs world on the job and these
events provide a great amount of useful background knowledge.
All in all the last eight months have been intellectually stimulating, challenging and worthwhile… I’m already looking forward to what the
next few years may bring!
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